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Abstract
Theoretical analysis shows that a small-amplitude laser wake (an electrostatic Langmuir wave),
driven in a periodically stratified, cylindrical plasma column, generates a superluminal,
azimuthally polarized rotational current at a Langmuir frequency. The current radiates a radially
polarized (i.e. transverse magnetic) Cherenkov signal into the plasma-free space. The opening
angle of the Cherenkov emission cone is defined by the spatial period of stratification. Lifetime
of the laser wake, limited by wave breaking in the inhomogeneous plasma, defines the terahertz
(THz) signal length. This length ranges from a few picoseconds to hundreds of picoseconds,
depending on the wake amplitude, amplitude of background density modulation, and
stratification period. Monochromaticity and coherence distinguishes this THz signal from the
ultrashort, uncollimated, broadband signals generated by photoionization currents in plasma
filaments. The efficiency of electromagnetic energy conversion, from optical to THz, reaches its
peak when the drive pulse waist size is close to the column radius. The efficiency increases with
an increase in the drive pulse wavelength, and reaches the maximum when the drive pulse
becomes near-critical for relativistic self-focusing. Numerical examples with sub-Joule,
near-infrared terawatt drive pulses demonstrate the highest conversion efficiency of the order
10−5, with the total emitted energy of several µJ, a few-hundred MV m−1 electric field at the
column surface, and an MV m−1 field 10 cm away from the source.

Keywords: laser wake field, wave mode conversion, terahertz pulse, Cherenkov radiation,
Smith-Purcell radiation

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

An electron flow, ponderomotively driven in a periodic-
ally stratified laser plasma (the plasma with an imprinted
density grating), emits terahertz (THz) electromagnetic radi-
ation, the emission pattern depending on the stratification
period, radial inhomogeneity of the plasma, and the para-
meters of the drive laser pulse [1, 2]. Using plasma cur-

rents lifts limitations imposed by electrical breakdown, help-
ing increase the THz signal power beyond the limits of solid
structure-based sources [3, 4]. Since the inception of the
field, generation of low-frequency radiation in the plasma had
been associated with ponderomotively driven currents in the
proximity of the drive laser pulse [1, 2, 4–6], resulting in
broadband, uncollimated, yet short-pulse (femtosecond-scale)
emission. Emission of multi-picosecond (ps), monochromatic,
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megawatt (MW) THz beams, with an MV m−1 electric field
in the wave zone, had been addressed sporadically, provid-
ing useful hints at the design of a theoretical framework [7,
8]. Notably, THz beams with these metrics have been pro-
duced in large-scale facilities, such as low-gain free-electron
lasers (FELs) [9–12]. Their narrow bandwidth and tunabil-
ity in frequency up to a few tens of THz are particularly
attractive for driving long-lived material resonances [3, 13–
15]. Application of long-pulse, high-field THz beams may be
instrumental to increase and control, through impact ioniza-
tion, free-carrier population in air [16, 17] and semiconduct-
ors [18, 19]. A GV m−1 electric field of a THz pulse within
a mm-size dielectric structure can steer, pre-bunch, and accel-
erate an injected keV electron beam [20–22]. These manip-
ulations of free electrons have been experimentally tested
using single-cycle pulses at 0.3 THz central frequency. We
conjecture that keeping a few-ps duration of the pulse while
increasing the frequency by a factor of 10 to 30 (propor-
tionally increasing the number of cycles) may result in elec-
tron beam slicing, generating trains of quasi-monoenergetic
keV bunches [23].

The THz FELs are scarce and busy user facilities. Under-
standing the need in a compact source with similar metrics,
we have theoretically explored a laser wake-mediated THz
antenna. A near-infrared, femtosecond (fs) laser pulse (the
‘drive pulse’), propagating in a low-density plasma (1017 to
1019 electrons per cm3), imparts a fraction of its energy (evalu-
ated in Appendix A) into a long-lived, ponderomotively driven
three-dimensional (3D) Langmuir wave—laser wake [24–26].
We show that the wake, driven in a periodically stratified
plasma cylinder, emits into the free space a transverse mag-
netic (TM) Cherenkov signal at the Langmuir frequency (ran-
ging from 2.8 to 28 THz for the above density range.) The
opening angle of the Cherenkov cone is controlled by the strat-
ification period. Matching the drive pulse waist size to the
column radius maximizes the power of the signal and the effi-
ciency of energy conversion from optical to THz.

The key element of the source—a cm-length plasma
column with an imprinted density grating—may be produced
by photoionization of stratified neutral gas by the same drive
pulse [26, 27]. Stratification of the gas may be achieved by
launching a MHz ultrasound wave [1, 28, 29], or by obstruct-
ing the gas flow from a slit nozzle [30] with an array of
wires [31]. Alternatively, the stratified plasma column may be
preformed using laser micro-machining, either by passing an
ultrashort, high-intensitymachining laser pulse (different from
the drive pulse) through a patterned mask and imaging the
mask onto the target plane [32], or by focusing an amplitude-
modulated heater pulse through an axicon into a gas jet [2, 31].
In either case, an axially modulated breakdown, followed by
shock waves expanding from the overheated, fully ionized
regions, writes in the axial density modulation with a required
period and amplitude.

Concentrating on the physics of THz emission, we remind
that, so long as the background density of the plasma is
uniform, the low-amplitude laser wake is purely electro-
static; it neither absorbs nor emits electromagnetic waves
[33–35]. The wake current oscillates at a Langmuir frequency,

ωpe0=(4πene0/me)
1/2. Its phase velocity equals the group

velocity of the drive pulse, vg0=ε
1/2
L c<c. Here, ne0 is the

background electron density; e and me are the electron charge
and rest mass; εL=1−ω2

pe0/ω
2
0 is the linear dielectric per-

mittivity of the plasma; ω0≫ωpe0 is the fundamental fre-
quency of the drive laser pulse; and c is the speed of light
in vacuum. The fundamental wave number of the current is

thus k(0)p =ε
−1/2
L kp0, with kp0=ωpe0/c. Inhomogeneity of the

background makes laser wake fields partly electromagnetic,
owing to the coupling of low-frequency electron velocity oscil-
lations to the gradient in the background electron density [35–
38]. If the background is axially uniform, the group velocity
of the pulse and the phase velocity of the wake are sublu-
minal. Hence, the TM signal accompanying the wake is radi-
ally evanescent [35]. A small-amplitude longitudinal modula-
tion of the background, having a spatial period 2πK−1 (such
as K<kp0), alters the character of the signal. To the first order
in the density modulation amplitude, the rotational current of
the wake oscillates at the same fundamental Langmuir fre-
quency ωpe0. Yet, the preset density grating splits this current
into components with the up- and down-shifted wave numbers,
kz±=k(0)p ±K. The component with a superluminal phase

velocity, v(−)
ph =ωpe0/kz−>c, emits a cylindrical TM wave

into the plasma-free space, the emission cone opening at
a Cherenkov angle, θCh=arccos

(
c/v(−)

ph

)
[39]. The TM

wave is monochromatic, obeying the free-space disper-
sion equation, ωpe0=ckp0. The emitted radiation is thus
akin to Smith-Purcell radiation, occurring when a spatial
modulation of the medium imparts a superluminal com-
ponent to the externally driven oscillatory rotational cur-
rent, causing Cherenkov emission at the current oscillation
frequency [40].

This paper develops an accurate perturbative description
of Cherenkov emission in the experimentally relevant, cyl-
indrical 3D geometry. The key finding is that the efficiency
of energy conversion from optical to THz is highly sensit-
ive to the ratio of the drive pulse waist size r0 to the column
radius Rcol, dubbed the aspect ratio,R=r0/Rcol. In contrast to
the statements based on the two-dimensional (2D) Cartesian
model [8], the most efficient conversion occurs at R≈1.
(This promises easier implementation, as plasma columnswith
such aspect ratio are created naturally, by the drive pulse
itself, through photoionization of the ambient neutral gas
[25, 35, 38]). For similar interaction regimes, the energy con-
version is at least an order of magnitude less efficient in the
cylindrical system than in the 2D planar one. Yet, our predic-
tions of ~ 10−5 efficiency, up to a few µJ in a few-ps THz
signal, and an MV m−1-scale electric field ten centimeters
away from the source are competitive with other plasma-based
sources [4], with a favorable distinction of monochromaticity
and coherence. These top metrics are expected when operat-
ing near a threshold for relativistic self-focusing of the drive
pulse [41], using a sufficiently short-wavelength density grat-
ing (K≈kp0, θCh ≈90◦).

The presentation is structured as follows. Section 2
describes the physical system—a longitudinally stratified
plasma column and a cylindrical, electromagnetic plasma
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wake driven by the ponderomotive force of a short laser pulse.
The electric and magnetic fields of the wake are linear in
the drive pulse intensity. Stratification has the form of a pre-
set, radially inhomogeneous sinusoidal grating. The density
variation in the grating is assumed to be small; the wake
fields are calculated to the first order in the small stratifica-
tion amplitude. The zero-order terms are conventional electro-
static wake fields in the piecewise uniform plasma [24]; they
contribute to the rotational current—the source of first-order
rotational fields. Sub- and superluminal components of the
source are identified, and Bessel-type equations are derived for
the amplitudes of the source-driven magnetic fields. Section 3
proves that the plasma must be radially bounded (Rcol<∞) to
permit Cherenkov emission at the Langmuir frequency. The
latter is the subject of section 4. Section 4.1 presents analyt-
ical solutions for the field amplitudes and their far-field asymp-
totic. It is pointed out that the aspect ratioR≈1maximizes the
field amplitude in the plasma-free space. It is also shown that
a weak transverse inhomogeneity of stratification increases
the Cherenkov signal. Section 4.2 evaluates the power of the
THz pulse and the rate of wake depletion due to Cherenkov
emission. The depletion rate, dependent on geometric aspects
only (i.e. the laser pulse waist size and the column radius),
is found to be rather weak, with merely a few percents of
wake energy converted into the electromagnetic signal. Sec-
tion 4.3 evaluates the efficiency of energy conversion from
optical to THz, assuming that the wake lifetime (the THz sig-
nal length) is limited by the Langmuir wave breaking in the
inhomogeneous plasma [42, 43]. Similarly to the wake deple-
tion time, the conversion efficiency is entirely defined by the
geometry of the system. The power and energy of the THz
signal steadily grow as the Cherenkov angle increases and
the aspect ratio R tends to unity. Dependence of the effi-
ciency on the laser wavelength and mean background dens-
ity reveals some advantage in driving the wake with mid-
infrared ultrashort laser pulses [44, 45]. Section 5 examines
the trends in THz signal metrics for the drive pulse of fixed
intensity. In this setting, by varying the pulse waist size one
varies the pulse power. Again, it is shown that optimizing
the energy conversion (reaching the efficiency of order 10−5)
needs matching the column and drive pulse waist sizes,R≈1.
Finally, operating near the relativistic self-focusing threshold
maximizes the signal power (a few MW) and radiated energy
(several µJ). Section 6 sums up the results and points out
the directions of future work.

2. Theoretical model

2.1. Definitions and introductory remarks

We explore events in a transversely bounded plasma without
an external magnetic field or direct current (their effect is
considered elsewhere [46].) One example is a flat-top column
created by photoionization of the ambient gas by the drive
laser pulse [25, 26]. We focus on electron currents behind
the driver; the background plasma is thus assumed stationary.

This neglects dissipation of the column on a nanosecond
scale, as the pressure gradient [47], charged particle diffu-
sion into the neutral gas [48], or the ponderomotive force of
the laser wake [49] set ions in motion; these slow dynam-
ics may be treated perturbatively elsewhere. The plasma is
characterized by distributions of electron number density
ne(t,r), electron fluid velocity v(t,r) (non-relativistic, |v|≪c),
and current density j=enev, where r=(x,y,z). The back-
ground electron density nbg(r) defines a spatially non-uniform
Langmuir frequency ωpe(r)=n1/2ωpe0 and a wave number
kp(r)=ωpe/c=n1/2kp0, where n(r)=nbg/ne0. The constant
reference density ne0 (such as the average electron density
on the pulse propagation axis) defines the reference plasma
frequency ωpe0 and the wave number kp0. The plasma elec-
trons receive a push from the drive pulse ponderomotive force.
The resulting violation of quasi-neutrality sets up electron
currents (laser wake) that vary on a sub-picosecond scale,
while the ions remain at rest, forming an inhomogeneous
neutralizing background.

The laser wake fields may contain both potential (elec-
trostatic) and rotational (electromagnetic) components. In the
low-density plasma, they vary slowly over the optical period,
2πω−1

0 . The rotational wake field, second-order in the drive
pulse amplitude (linear in intensity) emerges from coupling
the electron velocity oscillations in the wake to the gradi-
ent of the background density, ∇nbg [1, 35]. In the plasma
with a radially stratified yet axially uniform stationary back-
ground, the electromagnetic component of the wake is a radi-
ally evanescent TM mode, detectable a few millimeters away
from axis [35, 46]. The evanescence is due to the fact that
the low-frequency rotational current in the plasma has a sub-
luminal phase velocity equal to phase velocity of the wake,
which, in turn, equals the slightly sub-luminal group velo-
city of the drive laser pulse. To turn the rotational wake field
into an obliquely propagating TM wave, one has to ‘acceler-
ate’ the rotational current, making its phase velocity super-
luminal. This may be accomplished by imprinting a dens-
ity grating into the background plasma as described in the
Introduction.

At this point, it is convenient to introduce normalized vari-
ables. Through the remainder of the paper, all lengths and
parameters with the dimension of length are normalized to
k−1
p0 ; time and all parameters with the dimension of time to

ω−1
pe0; all velocities to the speed of light in vacuum c; and the

low-frequency fields to Ebr=meωpe0c/|e|=96(ne0[cm−3])1/2

V m−1, the field corresponding to wave breaking of a non-
relativistic, one-dimensional (1D) Langmuir wave in the cold
plasma [50]. Plasma density is normalized to ne0. The nor-
malized parameters and dependent variables (such as field
amplitudes and electron velocities) shall wear hats. So long
as confusion is unlikely, the notations for the independ-
ent variables (e.g. x, y, z) will be the same, the normaliz-
ation to be clear from the context. With these conventions
in mind, background electron density of the cylindrically
symmetric, stratified plasma with a sharp edge is defined
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as n(r⊥,z)= n̂(r⊥,z)H(R̂col − r⊥), where H is the Heaviside
step-function, and

n̂= 1+αF(r⊥)sin(K̂z). (1)

Here, r2⊥=x2+y2, α≪1 is the density modulation amplitude,
and K̂<1 is the stratification wave number. A radial inhomo-
geneity of stratification, not uncommon in experimental set-
tings [31], is mimicked with a factor F=e−2βK̂(r⊥/̂r0)

2
, where

a constant β not necessarily small, and r̂0 is the waist size of
the Gaussian drive laser pulse,

a(ζ,r⊥) = a0e
−(r⊥/̂r0)

2

e−ζ2/(2L̂)2 . (2)

The pulse propagates toward positive z at a group velocity
vg0, hence the propagation variable ζ=z−ε

1/2
L t (in the dimen-

sional form, ζ=z−vg0t.) Envelope (2) of the pulse electric
field (normalized to meω0c/|e|) is accurate in the vicinity of
the focal plane, |z|≪ ẐR, where ẐR=

(
r̂20/2

)
(1−εL)

−1/2 is the
normalized Rayleigh length. Operating near a threshold for
relativistic self-focusing [41],

a0 ≤ acr = 25/2r̂−1
0 , (3)

helps roughly preserve the shape of the pulse (2) in a cm-length
open system [30].

We remark, finally, that the assumed discontinuity in the
plasma density at the column edge is an idealization. In real-
ity, the density of plasma species falls off within a thin shell,
|r⊥−R̂col|=∆̂sh, with ∆̂sh≪1. The electron flow, as well as
the potential electric field and its derivatives, remain continu-
ous within the shell [35, 38, 46]; this avoids such artifacts as
the ‘surface wakefield’ [51] or ‘electromagnetic pulse in the
steady state regime’ [7]. Meanwhile, stratification of the bulk
plasma (1) generates a low-frequency azimuthalmagnetic field
both within and without the column. Continuity of electron
flow keeps radial derivative of this field continuous at the inter-
face r⊥= R̂col.

One may note that the steep density gradient within the
shell supports a rotational current of its own [35, 46]. This
current, having no singularities, vanishes in the limit ∆̂sh→0.
Hence, so long as ∆̂sh≪1, the currents in the boundary layer
contribute little to the low-frequency TM signal. (Apart from
that, any radiation coming from these currents would belong
to the low-frequency band, 0<ω̂<1 [35, 46], will have large
angular spread, and will be thus clearly distinguishable from a
monochromatic, with ω̂=1, emission strictly at the Cherenkov
angle.)

2.2. Low-frequency electromagnetic wake fields

The task is to describe the slowly varying electromagnetic
field, driven by the currents induced in the plasma by the pon-
deromotive force of a short, intense optical pulse (2). The pro-
cedure [35] may be summarized as follows. The electron cur-
rent, second-order in the laser pulse amplitude, slowly varying
over the optical cycle, ⟨j⟩∼O(a2) (angular brackets mean-
ing time averaging), is proportional to a sum of ponderomot-
ively and magnetically-driven electron velocities, v̂p and v̂B.
Hydrodynamics of a cold electron fluid, describing the linear
response to the laser ponderomotive force and to the slowly
varying electric and magnetic fields, yield the following equa-
tions for the velocities,

(∂2/∂t2 + n)v̂p =−(1/4)∇∂a2/∂t, (4)

∇× v̂B =−B̂,

where B̂ is the (normalized) low-frequency magnetic field, the
object of our study. Remembering that this magnetic field is
driven by the curl of a slowly varying rotational current [52],
(∂2/∂t2 −∇2)B̂=∇× (nv̂), we arrive at the centerpiece of
our model [35],

(∇2 − ∂2/∂t2 − n̂)B̂+(∇n̂)× v̂B =−(∇n̂)× v̂p ≡ S,

(5)

(∇2 − ∂2/∂t2)B̂= 0. (6)

Equations (5) and (6) define the field within (r⊥≤ R̂col) and
without the column (r⊥> R̂col), respectively. Magnetic field
and its derivatives are continuous at the interface.

A cylindrically symmetric ponderomotive force of the
driver (2) does not impart an azimuthal component to the elec-
tron velocity (4). With v̂p(t,r⊥,z)=erv̂pr+ezv̂pz, the source of
the magnetic field is azimuthally polarized:

S= − eϕ[v̂pr(∂n̂/∂z)− v̂pz(∂n̂/∂r⊥)]≡ eϕSϕ,

Sϕ =−αK̂e−2βK̂(r⊥/̂r0)
2
[
v̂pr cos(K̂z)

+4β
(
r⊥/r̂

2
0

)
v̂pz sin(K̂z)

]
.

(7)

Here, er=ex cosϕ+ey sinϕ is the radial unit vector of a cyl-
indrical framework, and ϕ is the azimuthal angle, with the cor-
responding unit vector eϕ=−ex sinϕ+ey cosϕ. The magnetic
field is thus purely azimuthal, while the electric field has radial
and longitudinal components coming from the Ampère’s Law
[35]. The electromagnetic mode we are looking for is thus
a cylindrical TM mode, with the magnetic field obeying
equations

4
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[
∇2

ϕ −
(
∂2/∂t2 + n̂

)]
B̂ϕ + v̂Br(∂n̂/∂z)

− v̂Bz(∂n̂/∂r⊥) = Sϕ,

(8)

(
∇2

ϕ − ∂2/∂t2
)
B̂ϕ = 0. (9)

Here, ∇2
ϕ=∂2/∂z2+∂2/∂r2⊥+r−1

⊥ ∂/∂r⊥−r−2
⊥ is the azi-

muthal component of the vector Laplacian. Quasistatic solu-
tions [35] of equation (4) yield the components of electron
velocity behind the drive pulse:

v̂pr(ζ <−L̂)≈−G(n̂, L̂)(4r⊥/r̂
2
0)e

−2(r⊥/̂r0)
2

cos
[
n̂1/2(ε−1/2

L z− t)
]
, (10)

v̂pz(ζ <−L̂)≈−G(n̂, L̂)
(
n̂/εL

)1/2
e−2(r⊥/̂r0)

2

sin
[
n̂1/2(ε−1/2

L z− t)
]
. (11)

Here, G(n̂, L̂)=a20[π/(8εL)]
1/2L̂e−n̂L̂2/(2εL). So long as

r̂0>2e−1/2, the wake is quasi-longitudinal, meaning |v̂pr|<
|v̂pz|. Periodic stratification (1) imparts periodic phase modula-
tion into velocities (10) and (11), generating spectral satellites
shifted by integer multiples of the modulation wave number,
k̂zm=ε

−1/2
L ±mK̂. As the amplitude of mth satellite is of the

order αm, m= 1, 2,… [53, 54], its contribution to the rota-
tional current (the source (7)) is of the order α1+m. Therefore,
evaluating the source to the leading (first) order in α, one
needs only the fundamental harmonic of the wake. The latter
is obtained by setting n̂≡1 in equations (10) and (11).

Treating the effect of stratification perturbatively, we
express the source, the fields, and the velocities as a power
series f=

∑∞
0 (αK̂)mf(m), m= 0 corresponding to solutions

in the piecewise uniform plasma. To the lowest order,
Sϕ≈αK̂G0

(
Sϕ++Sϕ−

)
with

Sϕ± =
(
1∓ ε

−1/2
L β

)
(2r⊥/r̂

2
0)e

−2(1+βK̂)(r⊥/̂r0)
2

cos(k̂z±z− t),

(12)

k̂z± = ε
−1/2
L ± K̂,

where G0=G(1, L̂). For the stratification wave number
slightly above zero, K̂>ε

−1/2
L −1, the ‘negative’ branch of

the source has a superluminal phase velocity, v̂(−)
ph = k̂−1

z− >1.
Magnetic field driven by this branch corresponds to Cheren-
kov emission, the focus of our study. The other branch is sub-
luminal, having a phase velocity v̂(+)

ph = k̂−1
z+ <1; it drives the

radially evanescent TMmode, akin to the one described earlier
[35, 46].

In the piecewise uniform plasma, the magnetic field and
rotational velocity of electron fluid are identically zero,

B̂(0)
ϕ = v̂(0)Br = v̂

(0)
Bz ≡0 [35]. The phase of the source (12)

dictating the phase of the forced solution, the first-order mag-
netic field reads

B̂ϕ ≈ αK̂G0Re
(
B(+)(r⊥)e

i(k̂z+z−t) +B(−)(r⊥)e
i(k̂z−z−t)

)
.

(13)
From equation (8), the magnetic field amplitudes in the
plasma, B(±)

in =B(±)(r⊥≤ R̂col), obey the nonhomogeneous
modified Bessel equations

(
L̂− k̂2z±

)
B(±)
in =

(
1∓ ε

−1/2
L β

)(
2r⊥/r̂

2
0

)
e−2(1+βK̂)(r⊥/̂r0)

2

,

where L̂=d2/dr2⊥+r−1
⊥ d/dr⊥−r−2

⊥ . The regular at the origin
solution reads

B(±)
in = C±

I I1(k̂z±r⊥)+B(±)
forced(R̂col,r⊥), (14)

B(±)
forced =−

(
1∓ ε

−1/2
L β

)[
K1(k̂z±r⊥)I±

I + I1(k̂z±r⊥)I±
K

]
.

(15)

In equation (14), C±
I is a constant, and I1 and K1 are the modi-

fied Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively
[55]. A Green’s function for the modified Bessel equation [56,
57] defines the integrals

I±
I (r⊥) = 2

ˆ r⊥

0
I1(k̂z±s)(s/r̂0)

2e−2(1+βK̂)(s/̂r0)
2

ds,

(16)

I±
K (R̂col,r⊥) = 2

ˆ R̂col

r⊥

K1(k̂z±s)(s/r̂0)
2e−2(1+βK̂)(s/̂r0)

2

ds.

(17)

The free-space field B(+)
out =B(+)(r⊥> R̂col), coupled to

the sub-luminal mode B(+)
in , is exponentially evanes-

cent and thus physically unremarkable. This field is
the solution to the homogeneous modified Bessel equa-
tion (L̂−κ̂2

+)B
(+)
out =0 with κ̂2

+= k̂2z+−1>0, the corollary

of equation (9). The regular at infinity solution, B(+)
out ∼

K1(κ̂+r⊥)∼ [π/(2κ̂+r⊥)]1/2e−κ̂+r⊥ , decays at a rate κ̂+∼
K̂1/2. As a result, the mode B(+)

out extends into the free space
no further than a few plasma wavelengths.

Conversely, the superluminal source drives the magnetic
field that is not evanescent in the free space. Per equation (9),
its amplitude obeys the Bessel equation,(

L̂+ k̂2r
)
B(−)
out = 0, (18)

with the positive constant

5
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k̂2r = 1− k̂2z− = K̂(2− K̂). (19)

The general solution of equation (18) is a linear com-
bination of Bessel functions of the first (J1) and second
kind (Y1). One particular combination, the Hankel func-
tion H(1)

1 (k̂rr⊥)=J1(k̂rr⊥)+iY1(k̂rr⊥), has an asymptotic

corresponding to the outgoing wave, H(1)
1 (k̂rr⊥→∞)≈

e−3πi/4[2/(πk̂rr⊥)]1/2eîkrr⊥ (cf the asymptotic (8.451.3) of
[55].) This cylindrical TM wave has a frequency equal to the
mean Langmuir frequency, ω̂=1, and propagates at a Cheren-
kov angle [39],

θCh = arccos(k̂z−/|k̂|) = arccos(1/v̂(−)
ph ), (20)

where |k̂|2= k̂2z−+ k̂2r =1. Cherenkov emission—the focus of
our paper—is sketched in figure 1; its properties and physical
implications are the subject of section 4.

To afford periodic stratification, the plasma must be
longer than the grating period: K̂> K̂min=2πL̂−1

pl . With the

diffraction-limited L̂pl≈ ẐR≫1, the emission angles exceed

θmin
Ch ≈ (2K̂min)

1/2 ≈ (8π)1/2(1− εL)
1/4r̂−1

0 . (21)

Finally, calculating the energy flux density needs the electric
field of the outgoing wave,

Ê(rad) = αK̂G0Re
[(
erE(−)

r + ezE(−)
z

)
ei(k̂z−z−t)

]
. (22)

The Ampère’s Law yields E(−)
r = k̂z−B(−)

out , and
E(−)
z = ir−1

⊥ d(r⊥B(−)
out )/dr⊥.

3. Transversely unbounded plasma: wake-driven
TM signal is evanescent

In the transversely unbounded plasma, the regular in the entire
space magnetic field is given by the forced solution (15), with
R̂col=∞ in the integral (17). The analysis of this solution in
Appendix B yields the radially evanescent asymptotic,

B(±)
forced(R̂col =∞,r⊥ →∞)≈−B(±)

0 [π/(2k̂z±r⊥)]
1/2e−k̂z±r⊥ ,

(23)
where B(±)

0 =
(
1∓ε

−1/2
L β

)[
k̂z±(1+βK̂)

]−1
u±eu± , and

u±=(k̂z±r̂0)2[8(1+βK̂)]−1. The asymptotic (23) holds for
r⊥>4k̂−1

z±u±. One can see that, regardless of its longitud-
inal phase velocity, the signal (23) does not propagate away
from the source. Far away from axis, it obeys the dispersion
equation of an electromagnetic wave, ω̂2=1+k̂2r+k̂

2
z±. As

the frequency of the signal is strictly the average Langmuir
frequency (ω̂2=1, per equation (13)), the radial wave number
is imaginary, k̂r= ik̂z±; this defines the asymptotic decay rate
of the solution (23). Hence, to permit radiation emission at
the plasma frequency, the plasma has to be radially bounded,
R̂col<∞.

This conclusion accords with the earlier finding [1]
that a long-wavelength density grating (K̂<1), imprinted
into the infinite and radially homogeneous plasma, pro-
duces only near-forward, broadband emission of waves with
the frequencies well above the mean Langmuir frequency.
These high-frequency waves, naturally, may not originate
in the wake zone, ζ <−L̂, where the monochromatic radi-
ation source (12) oscillates at the Langmuir frequency. The
only other location is the neighborhood of the drive pulse,
−L̂<ζ< L̂, on which the paper [1] concentrates. At this loc-
ation, the frequency spectrum of electron velocity perturba-
tions is dictated by the spectrum of the pulse ponderomot-
ive force. The latter contains a continuum of components
above the mean Langmuir frequency. The high-frequency
components of the ponderomotive current, in the presence
of long-wavelength stratification, may become superluminal,
making up a source of an obliquely propagating broadband
signal [1].

4. Transversely bounded plasma: superluminal
source emits Cherenkov signal

4.1. Electric and magnetic fields in plasma-free space

If the plasma is bounded, R̂col<∞, the magnetic field B(−)
in ,

driven by the superluminal source within the column, is
defined by the expression (14) with a nonzero C−

I . Equation
(18) and the Ampère’s Law define the regular at infinity free-
space fields:

B(−)
out = k̂−1

z−E(−)
r = CHH

(1)
1 (k̂rr⊥), (24)

E(−)
z = ik̂rCHH

(1)
0 (k̂rr⊥). (25)

Here, CH is a complex constant; H(1)
m (k̂rr⊥)=Jm(k̂rr⊥)+

iYm(k̂rr⊥), m= 0, 1, are the Bessel functions of the third kind
(the Hankel functions); and Jm and Ym are the Bessel functions
of the first and second kind, respectively. Continuity of the
magnetic field and its derivative at the column surface defines
the constants,

C−
I =

wH(1)
0 (w)K1(v)+ vK0(v)H

(1)
1 (w)

wH(1)
0 (w)I1(v)− vI0(v)H

(1)
1 (w)(

1+ ε
−1/2
L β

)
I−
I (R̂col),

CH =

(
1+ ε

−1/2
L β

)
I−
I (R̂col)

wH(1)
0 (w)I1(v)− vI0(v)H

(1)
1 (w)

, (26)

where v= k̂z−R̂col, and w= k̂rR̂col. Asymptotic expressions for
CH , corresponding to the near-forward and lateral emission,
are derived in Appendices C and D. The amplitudes (24) and
(25) yield the radiation vector fields in the wave zone, k̂rr⊥≫
1:

B̂(rad) ≈ − eϕZ(t,r⊥,z), (27)

6
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Figure 1. A sketch of Cherenkov emission (in the plane containing the laser pulse propagation axis; not in scale.) The superluminal
rotational current, bound to the plasma column, emits a hollow beam of Cherenkov radiation (with the azimuthally polarized magnetic
field); the Cherenkov radiation wavelength equals the wavelength of the laser wake λp0. The radiation fills a conical shell with a width LCh
and an opening angle θCh.

Ê(rad) ≈ − (erk̂z− − ezk̂r)Z(t,r⊥,z). (28)

Here, Z=αK̂G0
[
2/(πk̂rr⊥)

]1/2
Re
(
CHei(k̂r−t+π/4)

)
, and

k̂=erk̂r+ezk̂z−. The outgoing conical TM wave, described by
equations (27) and (28), defines the emission pattern sketched
in figure 1.

Numerical demonstrations through the remainder of the
paper will be made for the radially homogeneous stratification,
β= 0 (except for figure 3), with a density grating amplitude
α= 0.1 (this weak modulation is easily accessible with any of
the methods listed in the Introduction.) As a driver, we select
the laser pulse with a wavelength λ0 = 0.8 µm, full width
at half-maximum (FWHM) in intensity τL=(8ln2)1/2L/c=
31.5 fs, and a marginally sub-relativistic peak intensity Imax≈
1.06×1018 W cm−2 (a0 = 0.7). We shall also keep unchanged
the average density of the background plasma, ne0=1.75×
1018 cm−3 (so that εL= 0.999; the wave breaking field Ebr=
1.27×1011 V m−1; and the Langmuir period TL=2πω−1

pe0=

84.2 fs.) The combination of τL and ne0 yields L̂=1, the
condition [24] that maximizes the amplitude of longitud-
inal electron velocity in the wake (11), v̂max

pz =a20[π/(8e)]
1/2≈

0.19. The chosen plasma density defines the critical power
for relativistic self-focusing, Pcr=16.2(1−εL)

−1 GW [41],
Pcr=16.2 TW. It also defines the frequency of the Cherenkov
signal, ν=T−1

L =11.875 THz.
To display the spatial structure of the Cherenkov signal

in figures 2 and 3, and to evaluate its amplitude in the wave
zone in figure 4, we take the pulse with a waist size r̂0=2π
(r0 = 25.25 µm). This defines the pulse energy (35), Wlaser≈
0.36 J, and sets the lower bound (21) on emission angles,

θmin
Ch ≈8◦. As dictated by equation (2), the pulse is margin-
ally under-critical for relativistic self-focusing, a0<acr=0.9
(P/Pcr≈0.7).

Figure 2 displays the magnetic field amplitudes within (14)
and without the column (24). The stratification wave num-
bers are K̂=1−

√
3/2 and K̂=0.5 (θCh=30◦ and 60

◦
). The

shorter the stratification wavelength 2πK̂−1, the larger the
emission angle (20), the higher the free-space magnetic field.
In addition, a thin column with the aspect ratioR= r̂0/R̂col=1
affords much higher free-space fields than a thick column with
R<1.

Expressions (16) and (26) suggest that a transverse inhomo-
geneity of stratification (β > 0) should alter the free-space
fields. This is demonstrated in figure 3. So long as the density
grating amplitude varies weakly across the column (βK̂<1),
the free-space field increases. Conversely, strong localization
of the grating within the column, βK̂≫1, suppresses the sig-
nal (this can be inferred from the structure of the integral (16),
defining the amplitude of the free-space field.) As practical
ways to control the homogeneity of stratification are as yet
uncertain, we do not explore the matter further, concentrat-
ing on the study of THz signals emitted from homogeneously
stratified columns.

Figure 4 displays the magnitude Ê=⟨Ê(rad) · Ê(rad)⟩1/2 of
the electric field,

Ê= 2−1/2αK̂G0|CH|
[
k̂2z−|H

(1)
1 (k̂rr⊥)|2 + k̂2r |H

(1)
0 (k̂rr⊥)|2

]1/2
,

(29)
as a function of emission anglewithin a range θmin

Ch <θCh<90◦,
for (1) R=1, (2) R=2π−1, and (3) R=π−1. The field is
sampled at a far-field distance D= 10 cm from the origin; the

7
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Figure 2. The free-space magnetic field (24) (solid curves in main panels) has the highest oscillation amplitude if the column radius
matches the laser waist size, R̂col= r̂0=2π (red); the amplitude falls as the column radius increases to πr̂0/2 (black), becoming almost
negligibly small for R̂col=πr̂0 (blue.) Conversely, the field within the column (14) (dashed curves in main panels, solid in the insets) grows
as the column radius increases. (Disparity in scales of main panels and insets emphasizes the difference in the field magnitude within and
without the plasma.) The fields are shown for emission at (a) θCh=30◦ and (b) 60

◦
; stratification is homogeneous, β= 0.

radial position of the detector is thus DsinθCh≈10 cm for
θCh≈90◦ and 1.4 cm for θmin

Ch ≈8◦. (Remembering normal-
ization, r⊥= D̂sinθCh≈2.5×104 sinθCh in equation (29).) In
all three cases, the field magnitude rises sharply as the emis-
sion angle increases, reaching the MV m−1-scale maximum
at a right angle. The asymptotic approximation (40) for the
near-forward emission, plotted in red, yields the electric field
amplitude with a better than 10% accuracy for θCh<35◦ (K̂<
0.175). Except for θCh≈90◦, reduction in the aspect ratio R
suppresses the signal by orders of magnitude.

The thin column (R=1) appears to be the strongest emit-
ter, the THz field strength varying from 28 kV m−1 to
3.8 MV m−1 in the wave zone (D= 10 cm, curve (1)). One
can see that the THz signal frequency (11.875 THz) and its
strength in the wave zone fully fit the requirements of exper-
iments that could only be performed using a THz FEL [13].
Besides, the conical TM wave, sketched in figure 1, can be
refocused using conical mirrors, reaching the field strength at
the column surface (up to 240 MV m−1, as shown in the inset
in figure 4.) This is sufficient to drive the next generation of
dielectric electron accelerators [20].

4.2. THz pulse power and radiation impedance

Equations (13) (where B(+) is ignored, and B(−)=B(−)
out ) and

(22), with the complex field amplitudes (24) and (25), define
the averaged over the Langmuir period energy flux density
(the Poynting vector), ⟨Ŝ⟩=(4π)−1⟨Ê(rad) × B̂(rad)⟩= Ŝ∞k̂+
∆Ŝk̂z−ez, where

Ŝ∞ =

(
αK̂G0|CH|

2π

)2
1

k̂rr⊥
,

and∆Ŝ= Ŝ∞
{
(π/2)

[
J21(k̂rr⊥)+Y

2
1(k̂rr⊥)

]
k̂rr⊥−1

}
. Inequal-

ity (8.479.1) of [55] tells that∆Ŝ<
(
k̂rr⊥

)−2
Ŝ∞ for k̂rr⊥>1.

The term ∆Ŝ thus becomes small already at the column sur-
face, provided that R̂col is sufficiently large, and the Cherenkov
angle not too small, so that k̂rr⊥≈w>1. The Poynting vector
in the wave zone thus reads

⟨Ŝ(r⊥ ≫ k̂−1
r )⟩= Ŝ∞k̂. (30)

(Using the field asymptotic (27) and (28) yields, naturally,
the same result.) For any emission point within the interval
0≤z≤ L̂pl, the Poynting vector (30) is directed along the same
wave vector k̂, as sketched in figure 1. Encompassing the
plasma column with a sufficiently long coaxial cylinder of a
large radius (≫ k̂−1

r ), it is easy to see that all emitted energy
flows through the lateral surface of the cylinder, through the
segment with the length equal to the plasma length L̂pl. Integ-
rating the radial component of flux (30) over the surface of this
segment yields a time-averaged emission power,

P̂=

˛
S
⟨S⟩ds= (a0/2)

4L̂2e−L̂2(αK̂|CH|)2L̂pl. (31)

The plasma cylinder of a radius R̂col and a length L̂pl con-
tains the laser wake energy (37). Cherenkov emission drains
it at a rate γ̂≡ T̂−1. This energy loss may be referred to as the
‘radiation impedance.’ Assuming that the energy loss per unit
time (in physical units, per ω−1

pe0≈1.77×10−5n−1/2
e0 [cm−3] s)

is small, the depletion time may be estimated using the energy
balance equation [39], P̂=−∂/∂t

(´
V Ûdr

)
≈ T̂−1Ŵwake, with

the energy density Û and initial energy supply Ŵwake given by
formulae (36) and (37):

T̂=
Ŵwake

P̂

≈ πr̂20
(4αK̂|CH|)2

{
1+(2/r̂0)

2 − e−u2
[
1+(2/r̂0)

2
(
1+ u2)

]}
.

(32)

8
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Figure 3. Transverse inhomogeneity of stratification (β > 0) alters the free-space magnetic field (24). As in figure 2, the emission angle (a)
θCh=30◦ and (b) 60

◦
. The column radius matches the laser waist size, R̂col= r̂0=2π, a vertical dashed line marking the border of the

column. A weakly non-uniform stratification (βK̂=0.5, gray curves) increases the signal, most considerably for the forward emission
(panel (a)). Strong inhomogeneity (βK̂=5, light gray) suppresses the signal. Black curves (identical to the red curves of figure 2)
correspond to homogeneous stratification, β= 0.

Here, u=2R−1>1. The depletion time T̂(r̂0, R̂col) is defined
entirely by the geometry of the system (i.e. by the laser pulse
waist size and the column radius), and is thus a natural figure
ofmerit for the energy transfer from the electrostatic Langmuir
mode to the free-space TM mode (the shorter the T̂, the more
efficient mode conversion.)

4.3. Energy conversion: from optical to THz

The wake lifetime defines the duration of Cherenkov signal.
Phase mixing of electron oscillations over the density gradi-
ent (longitudinal wave breaking) [42, 43] destroys the wake
much sooner than the Cherenkov emission depletes it. Assum-
ing weak stratification and using equation (7) of paper [43], we
find that a small-amplitude, quasi-1D Langmuir wave breaks
within an interval (normalized to the Langmuir period TL)

T̂br ≈
[
πG0|∂n/∂z|max

]−1 ≤ (2αa20K̂L̂)
−1eL̂

2/2. (33)

The regime specified in section 4.1 corresponds to T̂br≈
17K̂−1. The plasma wave (hence, the THz signal) thus lasts
at least a few tens of Langmuir periods. With TL≈ 84 fs, the
wake lifetime Tbr≈1.4 ps for K̂→1 and 140 ps for K̂≈0.01.
(Incidentally, it takes about as long for the ions to respond to
the ponderomotive force of the radially non-uniformwake, and
to break the wake transversely [49]; or for the ions to start dif-
fusing into the ambient gas, dissipating the column [47, 48].)

Knowing the emission duration (33), we evalu-
ate the efficiency of energy conversion from optical
to THz, η=PTbr/Wlaser, another important metric of the sig-
nal. Here, the THz signal power, its length, and the total
energy of the drive laser pulse are in Watts, seconds, and
Joules, respectively. Expressing the efficiency through the
normalized quantities (31), (33), and (35), we arrive at
a formula η = UP̂T̂br/Ŵlaser with a unit conversion factor

U=2πcε0
(
λ0Ebr

)2
W−1

0 . Here, the speed of light c= 3×108 m
s−1; the dielectric permittivity of free space ε0=8.85×10−12

F m−1; the laser wavelength λ0 is in meters; Ebr is in V m−1;
and W0≈1.4×1010 W. With the plasma length close to the
Rayleigh length, the conversion efficiency reads

η(ẐR)≈ 4× 10−3U(1− εL)
−1/2e−L̂2/2αK̂|CH|2. (34)

This expression may be converted into a form convenient for
applications,

η(ẐR)≈ 1.5× 10−12λ0[µm]n1/2e0 [cm−3]e−L̂2/2αK̂|CH|2.

Similarly to the wake depletion time (32), the efficiency (34)
is independent of the drive pulse amplitude. Hence, so long as
the aspect ratioR is fixed, the efficiency depends solely on the
laser pulse length and waist size.

The trends demonstrated in figures 2 and 4 are supported by
the study of THz generation efficiency in figure 5, for the same
set of physical parameters. The efficiency is characterized in
terms of both wake depletion time (32) (figure 5(a)) and the
energy conversion efficiency (34) (figure 5(c)). One can see a
rapid increase in efficiencywith the increase in emission angle,
and a sharp decline with the reduction in the aspect ratio R.
The power of the signal (31) (figure 5(b)) follows the same
trends, the signal with the highest power (≈ 5 MW) emitted at
a right angle from the thin column (R=1).

Figure 5(a) points out that Cherenkov emission depletes
the wake negligibly. For any given emission angle exceed-
ing θmin

Ch ≈8◦ (21), the wake depletion time (32) remains about
two orders of magnitude longer than the wake lifetime (33)
(the THz signal length). The conversion efficiency (34) thus
remainsmodest, yet comparable with other laser plasma-based
methods of THz generation [4]. From figure 5(c), the highest
efficiency 2×10−5 corresponds to emission of a 7 µJ THz sig-
nal at a right angle.

Concluding the section, we explore the scaling of con-
version efficiency (34) with the laser wavelength and
background plasma density. Recalling K̂|CH|2∼n1/2e0 and

L̂∼n1/2e0 , we find η∼λ0(ne0/n
(0)
e0 )e−(ne0/n

(0)
e0 )/2, where the con-

stant n(0)e0 ≈1.74×1021τ−2
L [fs] cm−3 is the resonant density

that yields L̂=1. So long as the mean background dens-
ity ne0 and the drive pulse length τL are fixed, the effi-
ciency increases proportionally to the laser wavelength. This
favors driving the wake with short-pulse, mid-infrared lasers
[44, 45]. Conversely, if the wavelength is constant, the effi-
ciency is the highest around ne0≈2n(0)e0 , tending to zero as
ne0 deviates from this optimal value. As a reminder, the
drive pulse in both scenarios must remain non-relativistic

9
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conversion efficiency (34) both increase with the angle and rapidly decline with the reduction in the aspect ratio.

and sub-critical for the relativistic self-focusing, meeting the
condition (3).

5. Trends in energy conversion efficiency

The study of a similar system in a Cartesian, planar 2D
geometry, for the parameters close to those defined in sec-
tion 4.1, concludes that conversion of the electromagnetic
energy, from optical to THz, depends rather weakly on the
aspect ratio, even for R≈0.5 remaining optimistically high,
η ≈ 2×10−4.

Our figures 2–5 bear evidence to the contrary, showing a
rapid decline in the THz generation efficiency as R drops
below unity. Furthermore, the maximum value of efficiency
(cf figure 5(c)) is an order of magnitude lower than earlier
reported. This section further supports this message, examin-
ing changes in the emission metrics brought forth by vary-
ing the drive pulse power. We consider oblique (θCh=45◦,
K̂=1−2−1/2) and orthogonal emission (θCh=90◦, K̂→1), for
a range of laser waist sizes and column radii, keeping the
laser peak intensity fixed (a0 = 0.7, as defined in section 4.1).
The THz signal length is thus Tbr≈4.85 ps for the oblique
emission (56 Langmuir cycles), and 1.4 ps for the ortho-
gonal one (17 cycles.) It appears that the aspect ratio R≈1

remains optimal in this setting as well, with an about 20%
accuracy.

Figure 6 presents the results of a first set of scans, in which
we compare three cases with fixed drive pulse parameters. The
three pulses are chosen with the waist sizes r̂(1)0 =2e−1/2 (r0
≈ 4.9 µm), r̂(2)0 =π (r0 ≈ 12.6 µm), and, as in section 4, r̂(3)0 =
2π (r0 ≈ 25.25 µm). The pulse energy (power ratio P/Pcr) is
thus, respectively, 13.3 mJ (0.026), 90 mJ (0.18), and 0.36 J
(0.7). The energy supply for emission— the wake energy (37)
contained in the column withR≈1— is, respectively, 1.2 µJ,
21 µJ, and 0.26 mJ. In each case, we vary the column radius
R̂col, exploring the dependence of efficiency (34) on the aspect
ratio R.

In the case of oblique emission (θCh=45◦, figure 6(a)), the
higher the drive pulse power (i.e. the larger the waist size),
the stronger the falloff in efficiency caused by the reduc-
tion in the aspect ratio R. As R→0.5, the efficiency drops
from its maximum merely by half for r̂0= r̂

(1)
0 ; by a factor

19.5 for r̂0= r̂
(2)
0 ; and by a factor 320 for r̂0= r̂

(3)
0 . This dra-

matic (in fact, exponential) decline may be deduced from the
asymptotic (43).

Figure 6(a) also indicates that the peak in efficiency grows
slowly so long as the pulse is weakly focused (i.e. from ηmax=
1.11×10−6 to 1.25×10−6, as the waist size r̂0 doubles, from
π to 2π.) The peak shifts to a 50% larger aspect ratio, from
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Figure 6. The drive pulse amplitude being constant, a0 = 0.7, the efficiency of emission (34) at both (a) θCh=45◦ and (b) 90
◦
is the highest

for the aspect ratioR=1±0.2 (note the difference in vertical axes scales.) As the driver waist size (energy) rises from r̂0=2e−1/2 (13.3 mJ;
blue) to π (90 mJ; black) to 2π (0.36 J; red), the peak efficiency increases. If the pulse is weakly focused, r̂0≥π, the efficiency of emission
at 45

◦
sharply falls as R→0.5, in contrast to steadier variation at θCh=90◦.

Figure 7. With the optimal aspect ratio (R=1) and the drive pulse amplitude fixed (a0 = 0.7), the energy of the THz signal ((a), (d)) and its
power ((c), (f)) grow monotonously as the drive pulse waist size (i.e. its power) increases. The top row corresponds to the lateral
(θCh=45◦), and the bottom row to the orthogonal emission (90

◦
). The efficiency of lateral emission (panel (b)) nearly saturates for r̂0>π,

whereas the efficiency of orthogonal emission increases linearly (panel (e)).

R=0.77 to 1.175, as the waist size increases 5-fold, from r̂(1)0

to r̂(3)0 .
Emission at a right angle (figure 6(b)) reveals somewhat

different trends. First, the dependence of efficiency on the
aspect ratio is weaker, η falling by less than a factor 2.85 for all
three cases as R→0.5. This can be deduced from the power-
law asymptotic (44) (as opposed to the exponential asymptotic
(43) for the lateral emission.) Secondly, the efficiency peak
does not drift toward larger aspect ratios, staying at R=0.9
for r̂0≥π. Thirdly, the peak efficiency does not saturate as the
pulse power (the waist size) grows.

Figure 7 shows variation in emission metrics as the drive
pulse waist size and the column radius vary together, remain-
ing matched, R=1. Similarly to the trend in figure 6(a),
the efficiency of oblique emission (figure 7(b)) almost sat-
urates for r̂0>π; in contrast, the efficiency of orthogonal
emission (figure 7(e)) grows linearly with the waist size. The
pulse with a constant peak intensity deposits more energy into
the wake as its waist size (hence, the volume of the radi-
ating plasma) increases. As a result, the THz signal energy
((a), (d)) and power ((c), (f)) grow steadily as the drive
pulse waist increases, showing no sign of saturation as the
pulse becomes near-critical for relativistic self-focusing. (As
the self-focusing threshold is crossed, the collapsing driver

shall promptly cavitate the wake [58], completely altering the
emission pattern; exploring these fully non-linear transient
dynamics in particle-in-cell simulations is a subject of another
paper.) The highest values of the conversion efficiency
(η= 2×10−5), the THz pulse power (≈ 5 MW), and total
emitted energy (≈ 7 µJ) correspond to the orthogonal emis-
sion from the wake driven by a marginally sub-critical driver,
r̂0 = 2π (P/Pcr≈0.7).

6. Summary and outlook

Conversion, in the nonhomogeneous plasmas, of electrostatic
Langmuir waves into electromagnetic waves is a fundamental
issue with a long history [59–62]. Rotational currents, driven
in the plasmas by the ponderomotive force of a short, intense
laser pulse (partly pertaining to the pulse-driven 3D Lang-
muir waves—laser wakes [24]), are in the THz frequency
range [1, 2, 7, 8, 35–38]. There is a concerted effort of using
these currents as a basis of plasma based, short-pulse THz
radiation sources [4]. THz radiation from the laser plasmas
is ubiquitous. However, the existing scenarios, such as those
involving plasma filaments [5, 6], ponderomotively-driven
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currents in the longitudinally stratified yet radially homogen-
eous plasmas [1], corrugated leaky channels [2], or laser-
solid interactions [63], reveal extremely short-pulsed (down
to a single cycle), broadband THz emission with a large
angular dispersion. Generating a multi-cycle monochromatic,
coherent THz signal still remains a technical challenge, partly
because clear understanding of the underlying mechanisms is
wanting.

The observation that the plasma current begetting such a
signal must be monochromatic and coherent disqualifies the
electron flow surrounding the laser pulse. This flow is driven
by the ponderomotive push, which lasts shorter than a Lang-
muir period. The pulsed excitation, taking shorter than a single
THz cycle, makes for a broadband signal [1]. Mode conver-
sion within sharp density gradients (such as ionization fronts)
is also out of question, as the bandwidth of the THz pulse is
defined in this case by the jump in the background plasma
density, and is thus of the order of the mean signal frequency
[35]. Conversely, as is clear from equations (10) and (11),
electron velocity oscillations in the laser wake remain almost
monochromatic if the plasma is weakly stratified. Coupling
this electron velocity to the slowly varying gradient in the
background density [1] offers a physical solution to the prob-
lem of monochromatic THz emission.

In the physical system, the drive pulse passes a certain point
in the plasma, upsetting a charge neutrality (the ions remain at
rest.) The electron velocity starts oscillating at the Langmiur
frequency. Coupling the velocity of transverse electron oscil-
lations to the longitudinal gradient of the background dens-
ity generates the low-frequency azimuthal rotational current
(also oscillating at the Langmuir frequency.) Periodic stratific-
ation of the plasma increases the current wavelength, making
the current superluminal. If the plasma is radially bounded,
the superluminal current emits a Cherenkov signal (a con-
ical TM wave), monochromatic at the Langmuir frequency.
This emission from periodically (spatially) modulated cur-
rents, driven by an external source in the bounded medium,
was first described by Smith and Purcell [40]. The lifetime of
the wake (hence, the duration of the THz signal) is limited
by wave breaking in the inhomogeneous plasma [42, 49]. The
effect, depending on the wake amplitude, stratification para-
meters, and the radial extent of the wake, limits the signal
length to a few hundreds of Langmuir cycles (tens of pico-
seconds.)

We have found that maximizing the wake-driven magnetic
field at the border of the column, as defined by the integration
constant (26), increases the signal. To this end, the column
radius must be close to the waist size of the drive pulse.
Even in this optimal scenario, Cherenkov emission depletes
the wake weakly. The energy conversion, from optical to THz,
remains on the level of 10−6 for the emission at 45

◦
, rising

to 10−5 for the emission at a right angle. This may look
modest compared with the recent reports on energy conver-
sion in the air filaments [6]. However, due to its monochro-
maticity, the signal from the laser wake is clearly compet-
itive in terms of spectral brightness (i.e. the energy in the
small spectral interval around the carrier frequency ωpe0.) In

addition, working slightly under the threshold of relativistic
self-focusing maximizes all signal metrics (its energy, power,
and conversion efficiency.) As a bonus, the relativistic Kerr
effect will partly suppress the drive pulse diffraction, extend-
ing the plasma column length to several Rayleigh lengths
without external waveguide. Lastly, the conversion efficiency
tends to increase with the wavelength of the drive pulse, which
opens the field for application of high-power, short-pulse mid-
infrared lasers [44, 45].

Imprinting an ion density grating, with a spatial period
under 100 µm, into a cm-scale laser plasma is technically non-
trivial. One may seek an alternative, in switching from period-
ically stratified to density-tapered targets [65], with the density
of gas gradually increasing along the drive pulse path. In the
following papers, we shall examine this opportunity using the
developed theoretical framework.
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Appendix A. Energy stored in laser wake

The Gaussian laser pulse with the peak intensity Imax, length L,
and waist size r0 contains the energy [64]Wlaser=(2π)−2(1−
εL)

−1
(
W0/ωpe0

)
Ŵlaser, where W0≈1.4×1010 W, and

Ŵlaser =
(
π3/2

)1/2(
a0r̂0

)2
L̂. (35)

Part of this energy,Wwake, is imparted into the wake field.
The cylindrical Langmuir wave, excited in the plasma

column of a radius Rcol and length Lpl, is the energy reser-
voir for electromagnetic emission. Howmuch energy the drive
pulse imparts into the wake as it swipes the plasma of a length
Lpl may be estimated from the wave energy balance [24]. An
equally accurate estimate may be obtained from calculating
the energy density of the wake [39]:

Û= (8π)−1d(ω̂ε)/dω̂⟨Ê2
EPW⟩= (8π)−1(Ê2

0r+ Ê2
0z). (36)

The angular brackets mean averaging over the Langmuir
period; the derivative of the dielectric permittivity, ε=1−
ω̂−2, is evaluated near the Langmuir frequency ω̂=1; and

Ê0r =−(π/8)1/2a20L̂e
−L̂2/2(4r⊥/r̂

2
0)e

−2r2⊥/̂r20

Ê0z = (π/8)1/2a20L̂e
−L̂2/2e−2r2⊥/̂r20

are the familiar amplitudes of radial and longitudinal electro-
static fields [24], normalized to the cold wave breaking field
Ebr. Integrating (36) over the volume of the plasma cylinder
yields the total (normalized) wake energy,
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Ŵwake = V̂(a0/4)
4L̂2e−L̂

2{
1+(2/r̂0)

2

− e−u2
[
1+(2/r̂0)

2
(
1+ u2)

]}
, (37)

where V̂=πr̂20L̂pl, and u=2R−1>1. Wake energy in Joules
Wwake=ε0k

−3
p0 E

2
brŴwake, where the dielectric permittivity

of free space ε0=8.85×10−12 F m−1; kp0=1.88×
10−4n1/2e0 [cm−3] m−1; and Ebr is in V m−1.

Appendix B. Asymptotic of low-frequency magnetic
field in transversely homogeneous plasma

Consider the driven solution for the magnetic field (15)
with R̂col=∞, starting with its second term. As r⊥→∞,
K1(k̂z±s)→ [π/(2k̂z±s)]1/2e−k̂z±s< [π/(2k̂z±s)]1/2 in the
integral (17). Hence, per identity (3.381.3) of [55],
this integral is bound from above as I±

K (∞,r⊥→∞)<[
πr̂0/

(
2k̂z±

)]1/2[
2(1+βK̂)

]−5/4
Γ(5/4,b), where Γ is the

incomplete gamma function of the argument b=2(1+

βK̂)
(
r⊥/r̂0

)2
. For large b, the asymptotic (8.357.1) of

[55] yields Γ(5/4,b)≈b1/4e−b; hence, I±
K (∞,r⊥→∞)<[

πr⊥/
(
2k̂z±

)]1/2[
2(1+βK̂)

]−1
e−2(1+βK̂)(r⊥/̂r0)

2
. Remember-

ing that I1(k̂z±r⊥)∼(2πk̂z±r⊥)−1/2ek̂z±r⊥ for large values of
the argument, we find that the second term in equation (15)

decays very rapidly for r⊥> k̂z±r̂20
[
2(1+βK̂)

]−1
,

I1(k̂z±r⊥)I±
K (∞,r⊥)<

[
4k̂z±(1+βK̂)

]−1
e−2(1+βK̂)(r⊥/̂r0)

2

,

and may be thus ignored. Regarding the first term in equation
(15), the identities (6.643.2), (9.220.2), and (9.215.1) of [55]
yield the asymptotic

I±
I (r⊥ →∞)→

[
k̂z±(1+βK̂)

]−1
u±e

u± , (38)

where u±=(k̂z±r̂0)2[8(1+βK̂)]−1 Finally, the asymptotic of
K1(k̂z±r⊥) at large values of the argument yields the exponen-
tially evanescent at infinity magnetic field (23).

Appendix C. Forward Cherenkov emission:
asymptotic for CH

Analytical estimates for the constant (26), defining the radi-
ation vector fields (27) and (28), are possible for the emission
in the forward direction, such as K̂<0.1 (or θCh<25◦), and
R̂col≫1. In this case, v≫1, w ~ 1, and, with a precision better
than 10%,

|CH|2 ≈
F

(πw/2)[J21(w)+ Y21(w)]
. (39)

Here, F=
(
1+ ε

−1/2
L β

)2[
πI−

I (R̂col)e−v
]2
tanθCh, and

tanθCh≡ k̂r/k̂z−=w/v. So long as w> 1, the identity (8.479.1)
of [55] bounds |CH|2 to the interval

F
√
1−w−2 < |CH|2 ≤F . (40)

From the definition (19), the condition w> 1 implies
K̂>(2R̂2

col)
−1. So long as R̂col∼ r̂20, and r̂0>π, the approxima-

tion (40) works for K > 5×10−3, hence the range of the emis-
sion angles 6◦<θCh<25◦. In this near-forward range, where
K̂∼θ2Ch, the definition of F suggests (K̂|CH|)2∼O(θ5Ch), so
that the radial energy flux ⟨Sr⟩ (cf equation (30)) changes with
the emission angle rather sharply.

In the limitw≪1, or K̂≪(2R̂2
col)

−1 (emission almost in the
forward direction), equation (39) reduces to |CH|2≈(πw/2)F .
With w≈ θCh, we have ⟨Sr⟩∼O(θ6Ch).

Finally, if r̂0>π, and R<
[
π(1+βK̂)/(2r̂0)

]1/2
, expres-

sion for F may be further simplified using equation (38),
I−
I (R̂col)≈I−

I (∞). The overestimation is less than 20%.

Appendix D. Lateral Cherenkov emission:
asymptotic for CH

For the oblique emission, such as neither v= k̂z−R̂col nor
w= k̂rR̂col is vanishing, and, besides, v> 1, one has I0(v)≈
I1(v)≈(2πv)−1/2ev. Then, for r̂0>π, and R<

[
π(1+

βK̂)/(2r̂0)
]1/2

, so that the estimate I−
I (R̂col)≈I−

I (∞) holds,
one finds

CH ≈ (2π)1/2(1+β)(1+βK̂)−1

H(1)
0 (w) tanθCh −H(1)

1 (w)
v−1/2e−vu−e

u− . (41)

So long asw is not small, the denominator in equation (41) is of
the order unity. The factor u−eu− then defines the asymptotic
behavior of CH as the laser waist size changes and the column
radius remains fixed. Conversely, the factor v−1/2e−v defines
the CH asymptotic as the column radius changes, while the
laser waist size is fixed (as in figure 6.) In the former case, as
soon as R<8v−1(1+βK̂), expression (41) reduces to

CH(R→ 0)≈
( π

32

)1/2 (1+β)(1+βK̂)−2v3/2e−v

H(1)
0 (w) tanθCh −H(1)

1 (w)
R2.

(42)
(OnlyR varies in the asymptotic (42), while v and w are con-
stants.) In the latter case (when u− is constant), the asymptotic
reads

CH(R→ 0)≈
(
π2

2

)1/4

(1+β)(1+βK̂)−5/4u3/4− eu−

H(1)
0 (w) tanθCh −H(1)

1 (w)
R1/2e−κuR−1

,

(43)

where κu=
[
8(1+βK̂)u−

]1/2
= k̂z−r̂0>1. In either case, as

soon as r̂0>π, and the aspect ratio drops, the decline in the
integration constant CH dictates a rapid decline in the signal
amplitude. This explains the trend depicted in figure 6(a).

As regards emission at a right angle, it corresponds to
v → 0, and w→ R̂col. In this case, vI0(v)≈2I1(v)≈ k̂z−R̂col.
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Then, within the range of validity of the estimate I−
I (R̂col)≈

I−
I (∞)≈

[
8(1+βK̂)

]−1
k̂z−r̂20, one finds

CH(R→ 0)≈ (1+β)(1+βK̂)−2(R/2)2

H(1)
0 (R̂col)− 2R̂−1

colH
(1)
1 (R̂col)

∼O
(
R2
)
.

(44)
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